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Scanners have today gained immense popularity in all spheres of working. There are a number of
scanner models being introduced in the market that stand high on quality and performance. These
are widely used to transfer printed material such as photos, drawings, even text into your computer.

There are a number of things that can be considered while choosing a scanner. Two of these major
factors include quality and speed. Also, do keep in mind that your computers will need at least 32
MB of RAM, and ideally 64 MB, to scan.

Market has Epson scanner and Benq scanner if you wish to buy a low-resolution scanner that you
will use just to scan text. Next if you donâ€™t plan out to scan from books or magazines, do consider
buying a sheet-fed unit, which takes up lesser desk space than a flatbed scanner.

Do purchase a low-resolution or medium-resolution scanner to scan photographs to take them into
use on the Internet. This is because the resolution of Web graphics is set low by all means.

Apart from this if you need to scan photographs to print, then you can buy a high-resolution scanner
that holds a high-resolution printer as well. Buy an Epson scanner model having 36-bit color depth if
you plan to scan photographs or the color graphics.

You must purchase a parallel-port scanner in case you don't expect to use scanner often or have to
work with large files. Always keep in mind that even scanners which cost less than $100 are sure to
provide with a good picture'600-by-1,200-dpi resolution. These are also priced reasonably priced
and usually provide 1,200-by-1,200-dpi resolution at performance. Scanners like Fujitsu scanner
and Genius scanner are priced low.

Also you must know that the speed is the biggest factor in the pricing of a scanner. Parallel-port
scanners, use existing printer port, and are thus considered as the cheapest and slowest moving
scanner. Keep your hands away from them. USB scanners ask your computer to have a USB port,
and these are faster but cost more.

SCSI-card scanners are known as the fastest and most expensive. So, if you need to buy scanners
that perform at their best do consider buying these types of scanners. But to use them, you need to
install a SCSI card in your computer if you donâ€™t have it already. Online you can easily search out the
best scanner price.
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